Appendix: Key Informants Interviewed

We are deeply indebted to the following individuals who gave their time and expertise to this project. We also acknowledge the many others who we would have loved to have consulted with if the timing was infinite.

Academic Key Informants
Dr. Laura Cousens – Brock University
Dr. Simon Darnell - University of Toronto
Dr. Peter Donnelly - University of Toronto
Dr. Bruce Kidd - University of Toronto
Dr. Lisa Kikulis – Brock University
Dr. Iain Lindsay Durham University, UK
Dr. James Mandigo - Brock University
Dr. Ramon Spaiij - Victoria University, Australia
Dr. Nico Schulenkorf, University of Technology, Australia
Dr. Lucie Thibeault – Brock University

NGO Key Informants
Aida Ailarova- UNICEF
Jim Baba – Baseball Canada
Rick Brant, ISPARC
Shannon Donovan, Football Canada
Jeff Carmichael – Toronto Sport Council
John Cawley – McConnell Foundation
Sarah Connolly – Right to Play
Richard Crowell – Tennis Canada
Karri Dawson - True Sport Foundation
Lindsay Done – Motivate Canada
Dan Dubeau – Community Cup
Ollie Dudfield – Commonwealth Secretariat
Ige Egal - Toronto Rugby Foundation
Bob Elliott - Formerly of Sport Matters Group
Amy Farkas-Karagoergos – Inclusion4Development
Jay Feyko – Canadian Forces / Soldier On
Meredith Gardner – Freestyle Canada
Paul Gregory – Street Soccer
Colin Higgs – C Higgs Consulting
Nils Holmegaard – Olympic Solidarity
Calvin Kangara - East Scarborough Storefront
Erin Kasungu- Community Foundations of Canada
Dave King – Commonwealth Games
Andre Lachance – Baseball Canada
Guy Laflamme – Arctic Wind Riders
Lisa Kwiatkowski– Motivate Canada
Tanya Mruck– MLSE Launch Pad
Jules Porter – Jays Care Foundation
Pete Quevillon – KidSport
Bruce Robertson – Commonwealth Games Canada
Allison Sandmeyer-Graves – CAAWS
Carla Thachuk – Play it Forward (Global Development through Sport)
Cathy van Ingen – Shape Your Life
Bill Woodley - Moresports

**Government Key Informants**
Craig Andreas – Sport Canada
Steve Parker – Sport Canada
Alan Zimmerman - Sport Canada